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MID-TERM REPORT 
Introduction 
 
When the Middle States Association grants accreditation to an educational institution, the            
accreditation action includes several conditions that must be met in order to retain that              
accredited status throughout the term of accreditation. These conditions include the           
expectation that the school will: 
 

1. Continue to meet the Middle States Standards for Accreditation. 
2. Comply with all policies of the Middle States Commissions on Elementary and            

Secondary Schools that granted the accreditation.  
3. Notify the Commission(s) prior to making any substantive changes to improvement           

objectives on which the accreditation is based. 
4. Make a good faith effort to implement the improvement plan and to achieve the              

improvement objectives. 
5. Conduct periodically but at least once annually a formal review of the Plan for Growth               

and Improvement.  
6. Submit an Annual Profile updating statistical data and information about the           

institution. 
7. Pay annual membership dues and any applicable fees. 
8. Nominate members of the professional staff who meet the qualifications for and are             

willing to serve on an evaluation team.  
9. During the third year of the accreditation term, submit a Mid-Term Report.  
10. In the sixth year of your accreditation term, begin a self-study to prepare for the next                

team visit 
 
The Mid-Term Report 
 
At the mid-point of the term of accreditation, Middle States requires accredited members to              
prepare and submit evidence that they are in continuing compliance with the expectations for              
accreditation 
Once submitted the Mid-Term report will be reviewed by the Middle States staff. If in the                
opinion of the staff the report is complete an onsite Mid-Term Review Visit is not required. If                 
the report is incomplete an on-site Mid-Term Review will be required. When no visit is               
required an institution wishing to receive the feedback and input that can be obtained by an                
onsite reviewer, may request a one-day Mid-Term Review Visit. 
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The Mid-Term Visit (if applicable) 
 
If an onsite Review Visit is either required or requested, the Reviewer will seek to validate that                 
the evidence and data provided by in the Mid-Term Report. In addition, the Reviewer will               
provide feedback in a written report including feedback on the institutions culture of planning              
and continuous review, and progress being made in achieving the improvement goals. As a              
“critical friend,” the Reviewer will seek to validate, motivate, and provide assistance to the              
institution in invigorating and sustaining its improvement process.  
 
The Mid-Term Reviewer will add to the Mid-Term Report a report their observations,             
comments, and conclusions and submit the report to the Middle States Association. After             
reviewing the Report, the Middle States staff will provide a copy of the report to the school. 
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 SECTION 1 
CONTEXT OF THE SCHOOL 

 
 
     At the time of the submission of this Middle States Mid-term report, Community Academy 
of Philadelphia, a Pennsylvania Charter School (CAP) is in the midst of major milestones. 
School year 2019-2020 marks the celebration of our 40th Anniversary of serving students and 
families in Philadelphia.  This year also marks the 25th Anniversary of our initial Middle States 
Accreditation in 1995.  In the midst of all of this celebrating, we have been hard at work 
completing our five-year charter renewal application process and we currently, and 
optimistically, await the decision of the new Philadelphia School Board.  
     Our professional and support staff is comprised of 153 employees, 87 of whom are teachers 
and 94% of whom are certified.  Our Special Education Team includes a Special Education 
Supervisor, an Assistant Supervisor/Transition Coordinator, thirteen Special Education 
Teachers, a part-time Behavior Specialist to support students whose behaviors impede 
learning, three Paraprofessionals, and personal care assistants to provide 1:1 support. Special 
education evaluations and psychological consultations are conducted by a Certified School 
Psychologist and a Bilingual Certified School Psychologist to ensure the thorough and accurate 
assessment of students, including those with Spanish as a primary language. We also contract 
with outside providers to provide related services including speech and language therapy, 
occupational therapy, physical therapy, and audiological services.  CAP’s comprehensive 
Emotional Support Team (EST) includes Psychiatrist, two Licensed Clinical Counselors, two 
Certified School Counselors,  one Counselor, a Licensed Social Worker, a Social Worker, and a 
Conflict Resolution Facilitator. Together, this team provides behavioral support both through 
individual and/or group counseling on a one-time or on an on-going basis. Our team of 12 
security officers have received training from the Temple University Criminal Justice Training 
Program (CJTP). This training involves a combination of traditional classroom presentations, 
as well as role-playing, scenarios, and problem-solving exercises. 
     CAP’s student enrollment is 1223 students spanning grades K-12. Our student population is 
72% Hispanic, 15% Afrcian American, 9% Multi-racial, 3% Asian, and 1% White. 
Approximately 90% of students families are economically disadvantaged with a total of 74% of 
our students receiving direct economic assistance, compared to 64% of students in the charter 
sector who receive that aid. 
     The demographics of the school, our constituencies, and our community have not changed 
in significant ways since the Visiting Team was here in 2016.  Similarly, social, economic or 
political factors have not impeded our commitment to our mission or our growth and 
improvement objectives. The climate for teaching and learning in the school has stayed 
favorably stable with our strong security protocols, trained and professional safety officers, 
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and the critical support offered to students by our Emotional Support Team, Special Education 
Department, and English Learner Support Department. 
     We are fortunate to have had many upgrades to our campus facilities since hosting the 
Visiting Team. The Stormwater Abatement project tore up our parking lot for much of the 
summer of 2018, but will have a lasting positive impact on both the environment and our 
lower storm water bills. Three pull-out classroom areas were created in space on the perimeter 
of our library and upgraded broadband service and almost 40 new access points were 
installed.  
     Bond refinancing, involving a due diligence process that was in many ways similar to a 
mini self-study, also occurred during the summer of 2018. The subsequent favorable outcome 
provided the necessary cash stream for numerous upgrades to our campus during the summer 
of 2019 and just in time for our 40th Anniversary. Students returned in September 2019 to see a 
freshly painted exterior and 50 new classroom SMARTBoards. Security camera and radios 
were replaced with superior models. Five additional classroom areas were created in our 
building’s Atrium area as well as one additional classroom area in our Library. Old water 
fountains were replaced with new units that also allow for water bottle refilling. CAP Staff 
returned to receive new computers, new windows on the 2nd floor, as well as new classroom 
and office phones. 
     In addition to the aforementioned bond refinancing and charter renewal process, another 
major change is occurring in our school community. The culmination of our 40th Anniversary 
will be a celebration of the incredible service and dedication of our school’s Founder and CEO 
as he retires at the end of the 2019-20 school year.  This milestone has been anticipated and 
carefully orchestrated via a five-year plan laid out by our school’s Board of Directors.  The 
CEO Succession Plan has been revisited often and also resulted in some administrative 
changes since the Team’s visit.  The most notable change was a shift in leadership that placed 
our then High School Principal/Deputy CEO into a broadened position where she has 
assumed K-12 Principal leadership.  There is a renewed sense of unity and camaraderie across 
the elementary and secondary grades.  In the coming 2020-21 school year, she will move to the 
position of CEO. 
     Since the Team’s visit, CAP has continued annual school improvement and Title I school 
level reflections as captured by those respective plans; we have also submitted a revision to 
our Comprehensive Plan filed with the Pennsylvania Department of Education, all along with 
the recent and rigorous charter renewal process.  We have been held to a high standard by 
local and state authorities and, due in great part to our reflection on the 12 Middle States 
Standards, we have held ourselves to an even higher standard. 
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SECTION 2 
STATUS OF THE PLANNING PROCESS 

 
An ongoing planning is critical to achieving a school’s goals for improvement in student              
performance and the school’s organizational capacity.  
 
A planning ethic requires continuous clarification of the school’s unique mission, beliefs,            
profile of graduates, and its student performance and organizational capacity objectives. As            
required by the accreditation process, the school should have held at a minimum an annual               
review of the results of its efforts and willingly opened its processes and results to review by                 
its peers in the Middle States Association. In the following section please summarize the              
results of the reviews and the processes used to accomplish them. 
 
The Planning Team 
 
 

Name of Team Member Stakeholder Group 
Represented No. of Years on Team 

Elizabeth McCluskey CAO/Admin 15 
Laura Cristella Director of Guidance 5 
Kim Jetter-Henson Reading Dept. Supervisor 15 
Alberta P. O’Brien DCEO/Principal 15 
Gina Bittinger HS Teacher, Parent 10 
James Barnshaw Athletics/Athletes 5 
Beth Donnelly ES Teacher 8 
Aykema Mabery CFO 8 
Jaclyn Smith ESL Department/HS VP 8 
Stefanie Quinn Special Education 8 
Rick Lopez Parent 5 
Julia Jimenez Dean of Students, Alumna 10 
Cely Negroni Parent 5 
Janice Hinkson ES Teacher 8 
Michael Messina Senior Class President, 

Student 
1 

Ariana Velez NHS, Student 1 
Mathew Jesudasan Data Analyst 1 
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Describe briefly the role the Planning Team has played in directing, overseeing, and 
monitoring implementation of the Plan for Growth and Improvement. 
 
 
The Planning Team represents the stakeholders of the school community in ensuring proper             
oversight, monitoring and implementation of the Plan for Growth and Improvement. They            
communicate with, and advocate for, the stakeholders they represent in terms of approaching             
both the broader context of the Plan as well as details of the action plans.  
 
 
List the dates on which the Planning Team conducted formal annual/periodic reviews of the 
Plan for Growth and Improvement. 
 
● October 18, 2016 
● April 20, 2017 
● October 19, 2017 
● May 17, 2018 
● Sept. 20, 2018 
● May 30, 2019 
● October 17, 2019 
 
 
Describe briefly any significant successes and/or problems in the operation of the Planning 
Team. 
 

The Planning Team has not encountered any significant problems in its operation. The              
Team has met over the years for various different plans and requirements with the same               
common goal of planning for growth and improvement. If anything, the 12 Middles States              
standards and the approved objectives of our plan have served as a sort of touchstone to unify                 
the various requirements and processes with the plans we wrote during our self-study and              
reflection. 
 
 
The School’s Self-Assessment of Compliance with the Expectations for         

Planning 
 
 

Expectation 1 2 3 4 
A Planning Team reflective of the school’s community of         
stakeholders continues to provide direction and decision-making for        
implementing the Plan for Growth and Improvement. 

   X 
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The Planning Team has conducted periodic formal reviews of the          
Plan for Growth and Improvement and progress toward achieving         
the student performance objectives at least once annually. 

  X  

The Planning Team has approved revisions to the action plan(s)          
based on the results obtained by implementing the action plans.   X  

The school’s leadership continues to make implementing the Plan         
for Growth and Improvement and achieving the student        
performance objectives a priority in the school. 

   X 

The school’s community of stakeholders is generally informed about         
the Plan and the results the school is obtaining in its efforts to             
achieve its objectives. 

  X  
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SECTION 3 

REVIEW OF THE FOUNDATION DOCUMENTS 
 
Foundation documents serve as the cornerstone of accreditation and the school improvement            
process. Ensuring that a school’s mission, core beliefs and profile of the graduate remain              
relevant and serve to guide the day to day decision-making and the implementation of the               
school improvement plan are important indicators of the school’s planning ethic. 
 
 
Mission 
 
  
    X 

Our school’s Mission remains the same as submitted in our Self-Study Document and             
reviewed by the Visiting Team. 

 Our school’s Mission has been revised, and the revised mission is: 
 

 
Beliefs 
 
 
    X 

Our school’s Beliefs remain the same as submitted in our Self-Study Document and             
reviewed by the Visiting Team. 

 Our school’s Beliefs have been revised, and the revised Beliefs are: 
 

 
Profile of Graduates 
 
 
    X 

Our school’s Profile of Graduates remains the same as submitted in our Self-Study             
Document and reviewed by the Visiting Team. 

 Our school’s Profile of Graduates has been revised, and the revised Profile is: 
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SECTION 4 
 IMPROVEMENT OBJECTIVES  

AND ACTION PLANS 
 
Mid-Term Assessment of Student Performance Objectives: 
 
Student performance data related to the school’s student performance objectives needs to be             
monitored frequently, analyzed and used to inform decisions regarding curriculum,          
instruction, assessment and professional development and the continued implementation of          
the school improvement plan. The school should provide a summary of the results achieved              
as indicated in the assessments/indicators used to measure growth/improvements for each           
student performance objective and to discuss briefly to what extent the institution achieved             
each of its student performance objectives; and what were the factors (root causes) that either               
contributed to or hindered success.  
 
Student Performance Objective 1 
By the year 2023, CAP will increase student academic performance in the academic areas of math 
and science as evidenced by: 
 
1) Combined PSSA math /Algebra I Keystone Exam average for students in grades 3-8; 11: 

50.0% of all students will demonstrate proficiency by earning a proficient/advanced score; a 
23.8% increase from the baseline data 
Baseline Year:  2015  
Baseline Data: 26.2% proficient/advanced (average of PSSA and Keystone info below) 

Subsequent Data:  
2016:  25.6% proficient/advanced 
2017:  28.6% proficient/advanced 
2018:  27.6%proficient/advanced 
2019:  27.6%proficient/advanced 

 
A. Pennsylvania System of School Assessment (PSSA) mean math score for students in grades 3-8: 

 40.0% of all students will demonstrate proficiency by earning a proficient or advanced  
                        score; a 29.1% increase from the baseline data 

Baseline Year:  2015  
Baseline Data:  10.9% proficient / advanced  

Subsequent Data:  
2016: grades 3-8 scored 11.2% proficient/advanced on the PSSA 
2017: grades 3-8 scored 10.2% proficient/advanced on the PSSA 
2018: grades 3-8 scored 16.2% proficient/advanced on the PSSA 
2019: grades 3-8 scored 17.0% proficient/advanced on the PSSA 

     B)  Algebra I Keystone Exam Measurement for students by Grade 11:   
70.0% of all students will demonstrate proficiency by earning a score of 1500 or above; a 
28.5% increase from the baseline data 
Baseline Year:  2015  
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Baseline Data:  41.5% proficient / advanced 
Subsequent Data:  
2016    40% proficient/advanced 
2017 47% proficient/advanced 
2018    39% proficient/advanced 
2019    38.2% proficient/advanced 

    C) SAT math increases: 
13.3% increase in the percentage of college-bound 12th grade students scoring  
500 or higher on the SAT mathematics section by senior year to reach 25% 
Baseline Year: 2015  
Baseline Data: 11.7% of college-bound seniors (11 students out of 94) scored 500 or 
higher on the SAT mathematics section  

 
Subsequent Data:  
2018-19:  21.43% of students met the College-Ready Benchmark 

 

MEAN SAT SCORES (Baseline Yr.) 
2015 

2016 2017 2018 2019 

Math 392 390 440 452.2 TBD 

 
    D) An increase in the percentage of students in grades K-2 who met or exceeded 

their projected RIT scores on the Measures of Academic Progress (MAP) math  
Assessment: 

63.3% of K-2 students will demonstrate proficiency by meeting or exceeding their 
projected RIT score; a 30.0% increase from the baseline data 
Baseline Year: 2015 
Baseline Data: 33.3% of K-2 students met or exceeded their projected  
math RIT score 

Subsequent Data:  
 

2018-19 MATH RIT 
Most Current 

Count  Percent 

K 25 of 52 48% 

1 31 of 75 41.30% 

2 10 of 77 12.90% 

K-2  Average 34.10% 
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    E) Combined Classroom Diagnostic Tool (CDT) Math/Algebra score averages for 
students in grades 3-11 will maintain an annual improvement of: 

8.9% from the baseline score to the best score  
   Baseline Year:  2015  
   Baseline Data: average improvement of 8.9%  
                             [CAP discontinued use of the CDT in 2015-16] 
 
2)    Combined PSSA Science/Biology I Keystone Exam average for students in grades 3-8; 11: 

69.7% of all students will demonstrate proficiency by earning a proficient/advanced score; a 
30.3% increase from the baseline data 
Baseline Year:  2015  
Baseline Data: 39.4% proficient/advanced (average of PSSA and Keystone info below) 

Subsequent Data:  
2016:  37.8% proficient / advanced 
2017:  43.2% proficient / advanced 
2018: 45.07% proficient / advanced 
2019: 47.5% proficient / advanced 

 
A. Pennsylvania System of School Assessment (PSSA) mean science score for students in grades 4 

& 8 :   
60.0% of all students will demonstrate proficiency by earning a proficient or advanced 
score; a 30.5% increase from the baseline data 
Baseline Year:  2015  
Baseline Data: 29.5% proficient / advanced 

Subsequent Data:  
2016:  29.5% proficient / advanced 
2017:  35.3%  proficient / advanced 
2018:  41.74% proficient / advanced 
2019:  54.5% proficient / advanced 

 
     B)  Biology Keystone Exam Measurement for students in Grade 11:   

74.6 % of all students will demonstrate proficiency by earning a score of 1500 or above; 
a 25.4% increase from the baseline data 
Baseline Year:  2015  
Baseline Data: 49.2% proficient / advanced 

Subsequent Data:  
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2016    46% proficient / advanced 
2017    51% proficient / advanced 
2018    48.3% proficient / advanced 
2019    40.4% proficient / advanced 

 
Overall analysis of Student Performance Objective #1:  

We did see an increase in achievement in math PSSA scores, perhaps due in part to our new                  
common-core aligned math program with increased emphasis on open-ended math problems. Our            
Algebra Keystone scores increased before then decreasing, perhaps due in part to turnover in our high                
school math department that broke up the continuity of instruction for our students. Mean SAT math                
scores are on the gradual rise. Elementary K-2 MAP scores increased overall but with varied results for                 
1st grade which declined from the baseline and highlight an area of concern.  

In this mid-point retrospective, the team acknowledges that the decision to mirror the             
achievement percentages set forth by the PA Department of Education (PDE) at the time may have been                 
overly aspirational, particularly as PDE has since revised the metrics, rating system, and the length of                
the assessments administered at the state level since the time of our Spring 2016 Team Visit. Please see                  
additional comments in the Preface to the Action Plan directly below. 
 
Action Plan for  Student Performance Objective #1 : 
 
Preface to the Action Plan Review: 
     Before addressing the analysis of the action plan, the team felt it significant to note that the great 
majority of CAP’s Student Performance Objectives were based on PDE’s School Performance Profile 
(SPP) components and expectations, which are no longer used by the state in their original capacity. In 
the relatively short amount of time since the enactment of these student performance objectives, 
sweeping changes have occurred in the public opinion and state and local treatment of standardized 
testing and rating systems in Pennsylvania.  The PA Department of Education has de-emphasized the 
School Performance Profile (SPP); though still generated, the SPP is no longer used by PDE to rank 
schools.  In fact, the name of the report previously called the SPP has been changed to the Act 82 
Building Level Score Report and only a broad summary of school numbers are posted on the PDE 
website; full detailed reports are only shared with individual schools and no longer made public.  PDE 
now uses the PA Future Ready Index as its primary measure of schools.  This rating system still includes 
standardized testing scores but only as one of many measures used in an interactive dashboard that 
considers numerous other factors about schools in a more well-rounded context.  In addition to changing 
the public face of the role of standardized testing scores in its main evaluation of schools, PDE has also 
shortened the length of grades 3-8 PSSA testing in each of the three subjects eliminating entire sections 
in Math and ELA and shortening the existing Science sections.  
     Along with the change in the way our school is rated at the state level, the School District of 
Philadelphia has also changed its evaluation tool for charter schools from the School Performance Index 
(SPI) to the Annual Charter Evaluation (ACE). It is these very ACE reports that are currently being used 
as a substantial portion of the data set evaluated as we undergo our charter renewal process. Similar to 
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the changes at the state level, the current ACE is also less solely fixated on the PSSA and Keystone 
scores and rather looks at the many facets that make up school performance.  In addition, the School 
District now ranks charter schools in relation to their performance within a group of “Similar Schools;” 
these groupings take into account the Economically Disadvantaged, Special Education and English 
Learner percentages of schools in order to better contextualize the rankings. 
 
Overview: 
We remain focused on student achievement but also acknowledge that standardized tests alone do not               
capture the full picture. We endorse the shift that places a broader look at multiple measures in order to                   
determine academic success and plan to craft goals more reflective of this during our next renewal. In                 
the meantime, we remain focused on teaching, learning, professional development, and school            
improvement. 
 
Challenges: 
The creation of math benchmarks in the year following the team visit proved to be a challenge in that the                    
released items within the system we adopted were often categorized as such because the questions had                
issues that made them problematic for students. As a result, the results they yielded were clouded by                 
issues with assessments themselves. The following year, we sought out an alternative in expanding our               
contract with Study Island test prep to include their online benchmarking series. Khan Academy practice               
was initiated in the upper grades, but has proven difficult to track as it is driven via individual student                   
accounts without summary reports. We have been working actively to replace/refresh student            
technology resources, but have just recently had our school improvement funding cut because of              
improved academic achievement. That was a primary funding source for that technology acquisition so              
an alternate source will need to be identified. 
 
Successes: 
We have achieved our goal to research, review and adopt a new math curriculum in the year following                  
the Team Visit. We are now using Great Minds Eureka Math in grades K-6 for the 4th year. Online                   
math benchmarking with Study Island has offered a consistent means to measure student achievement              
and also offered science assessments which were not a part of the earlier benchmarking that had proved                 
problematic in the past. We have had great success in the creation of Kindergarten “academic swag                
bags” for the parents of incoming Kindergarten students with basic math/number flash cards. We have               
continued our annual STEAM Night ever since the Visiting Team was here. This year, STEAM Night is                 
expanding to include a grades 5-8 Science Fair. We have offered technology professional development              
and the use of Google Classroom in particular has flourished since the Team’s visit. 
 
Revisions to the Action Plan: 
The Team determined the additional need for updated Science curriculum and followed a process similar               
to that laid out in the action plan for the math currciculum in order to research, review and adopt a new                     
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science curriculum in grades K-8. We are in the second year of implementation of HMH Science Fusion                 
in grades K-5 and Pearson Elevate in grades 6-8. The team saw the need for more unification of math                   
curriculum and guidance with instruction and created the position of Elementary Math Department Head              
two years ago. In addition, this current year, the position of Elementary Math Specialist was created                
with a dual purpose of remediation of the neediest students and enrichment of students with superior                
skills. In lieu of the committees laid out in the original plan, the topics of interest have been maintained                   
but the meetings of which have occurred within our existing team formats and during our regular faculty                 
meetings in order to streamline and normalize the process. 
 
For Further/Continued Consideration: 
In terms of continuation of action plans for the second half our our accreditation period, plans are                 
currently underway by the Math Specialist and Math Department Head to enact healthy competition              
using the achievement levels from our First in Math core skills practice program. In addition,               
professional development on the use of rubrics to support math instruction would prove useful to a                
clearer means of laying out student expectations and giving specific feedback. The Big Buddy/Little              
Buddy Math/Science partnership needs to be revisited; this practice is well established for ELA but has                
not come to fruition for math and science. While Data Analysis has been incorporated into faculty                
meeting time at key junctures, the need for a core Data Team is evident at this mid-way point to assist in                     
the process to make it as meaningful as possible for teachers. 
 
Student Performance Objective 2: 
By the year 2023, CAP will increase student academic performance in the academic area of 
ELA/Literature as evidenced by: 
1) Combined PSSA ELA /Literature Keystone Exam average for students in grades 3-8; 11:   
   71.4% of all students will demonstrate proficiency by earning a proficient/advanced  

score; a 28.7% increase from the baseline data 
   Baseline Year:  2015  
 Baseline Data: 42.7% proficient/advanced (average of PSSA and Keystone info below) 

Subsequent Data:  
2016:  45.3% proficient/advanced 
2017:  48.1% proficient/advanced 
2018:  45.2% proficient/advanced 
2019:  48.35% proficient/advanced 

              A) Pennsylvania System of School Assessment (PSSA) mean ELA score for  
students in grades 3-8:   
69.1% of all students will demonstrate proficiency by earning a proficient or advanced 
score; a 31.0% increase from the baseline data 
Baseline Year:  2015  
Baseline Data: 38.1% proficient / advanced 

Subsequent Data:  
2016:  grades 3-8 scored 32.6% proficient/advanced on the PSSA 
2017:  grades 3-8 scored 36.2% proficient/advanced on the PSSA 
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2018:  grades 3-8 scored 41.4% proficient/advanced on the PSSA 
2019:  grades 3-8 scored 41.6% proficient/advanced on the PSSA 

                 B)  Literature Keystone Exam Scores for students by Grade 11:   
78.3% of all students will demonstrate proficiency by earning a score of 1500 or above; a 
21.8% increase from the baseline data 
Baseline Year:  2015  
Baseline Data:  56.5% proficient / advanced 

Subsequent Data:  
2016:   58% proficient/advanced 
2017:   60% proficient/advanced 
2018:   48.9% proficient/advanced 
2019:   55.1% proficient/advanced 
 

 2)   SAT reading section score increases: 
14.05% increase in the percentage of college-bound students scoring 500 or higher on the 
SAT reading section by senior year to reach 30% 
Baseline Year: 2015  
Baseline Data: 15.95 % of college-bound seniors (15 students out of 94) had scored 500 
or higher on the SAT reading section 

 
Subsequent Data:  
2018-19:  21.43% of students met the College-Ready Benchmark 
 

MEAN SAT SCORES (Baseline Yr.) 
2015 

2016 2017 2018 2019 

Reading/EBRW 404 404 449 454.6 TBD 

 
 3)  An increase in the percentage of students in grades K-2 who met or exceeded 

their projected RIT scores on the Measures of Academic Progress (MAP) reading  
assessment: 

65.0% of K-2 students will demonstrate proficiency by meeting or exceeding their 
projected RIT score; a 27.1% increase from the baseline data 
Baseline Year: 2015 
Baseline Data: 37.9% of K-2 students met or exceeded their projected reading  
RIT score  

Subsequent Data:  
 

2018-19 ELA RIT 
Most Current 

Count  Percent 

K 22 of 54 40%% 
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1 31 of 72 43.10% 

2 27 of 76 35.5%% 

Total K-2                39.50% 

 

 
 

 4) Combined Classroom Diagnostic Tool (CDT) ELA /Literature score averages for students in  
grades 3-11 will maintain an annual improvement of: 

9.2% from the baseline score to the best score  
   Baseline Year:  2015  
   Baseline Data: average improvement of 9.2% in grades 3-11 

   [CAP discontinued use of the CDT in 2015-16] 
 
Overall analysis of Student Performance Objective #2:  

We did see an increase in achievement in ELA PSSA scores, perhaps due in part to our new                  
common-core aligned math program with increased emphasis on Text Dependent Analysis in the grades              
4-8 PSSA. Our Literature Keystone scores have been irregular: increasing before then decreasing and              
then levelling out; these issues are being addressed via revised action steps. Mean SAT English-Based               
Reading and Writing scores are on the gradual rise. Elementary K-2 MAP REading RIT scores increased                
overall but with varied results for 1st grade which declined from the baseline and highlight an area of                  
concern.   We have also recently made staffing changes in 1st grade as well. 

In this mid-point retrospective, the team acknowledges that the decision to mirror the             
achievement percentages set forth by the PA Department of Education (PDE) at the time may have been                 
overly aspirational, particularly as PDE has since revised the metrics, rating system, and the length of                
the assessments administered at the state level since the time of our Spring 2016 Team Visit. Please see                  
additional comments in the Preface to the Action Plan directly below. 

 
Preface to the Action Plan Review: 
The Team’s context for analysis of the ELA Student Performance Objective is the same as that included 
for Math/Science Student Performance Objective, included on pg. 14. 
 
Overview: 
We acknowledge that standardized tests alone do not capture the full picture and we remain focused on                 
student achievement. We endorse the shift that places a broader look at multiple measures in order to                 
determine academic success and plan to craft goals more reflective of this during our next renewal. In                 
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the meantime, we remain focused on teaching, learning, professional development, and school            
improvement, and in particular ELA as is detailed below. 
 
Challenges: 
The creation of ELA benchmarks in the year following the team visit proved to be a challenge in that the                    
released items within the system we adopted were often categorized as such because the questions had                
issues that made them problematic for students. As a result, the results they yielded were clouded by                 
issues with assessments themselves. The following year, we sought out an alternative in expanding our               
contract with Study Island test prep to include their online benchmarking series. Khan Academy practice               
was initiated in the upper grades, but has proven difficult to track as it is driven via individual student                   
accounts without summary reports. We have been working actively to replace/refresh student            
technology resources, but have just recently had our school improvement funding cut because of              
improved academic achievement. That was a primary funding source for that technology acquisition so              
an alternate source will need to be identified as the use of technology to support learning has been                  
integrated into even more classes since the Team’s visit. 
 
Successes: 
Online ELA benchmarking with Study Island has offered a more consistent means to measure student               
achievement and also offered science assessments which were not a part of the earlier benchmarking               
that had proved problematic in the past. We have had great success in the creation of Kindergarten                 
“academic swag bags” for the parents of incoming Kindergarten students with basic alphabet and              
literacy flash cards as well as a book. We have continued our annual Literacy Night ever since the                  
Visiting Team was here. We have offered technology professional development and the use of Google               
Classroom in particular has flourished since the Team’s visit. The Big Buddy/Little Buddy ELA              
partnership has been very positive and may even stand to be expanded in the future. 
 
Revisions to the Action Plan: 
A major change has been the acquisition of Wilson reading certification by our Reading Specialist team 
and this support is now offered K-12.  Wilson Fundations , a phonics/literacy program, was introduced 
three years ago at the Kindergarten level and has been incrementally increased each year across the 
grades; it is now taught to grades K-4.  In response to teacher feedback, we researched and have changed 
the elementary writing programs this year from WRITESteps to the Lucy Calkins Writing Program for 
grades K-6. 
 
For Further/Continued Consideration: 
In terms of continuation of action plans for the second half our our accreditation period, professional                
development on the use of streamlined and grade-to-grade rubrics to support ELA instruction would              
prove useful to provide a clearer means of laying out student expectations and giving specific feedback.                
While Data has been incorporated into regular faculty meeting time, the need for a core Data Team is                  
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evident at this mid-way point to assist in the process to make the wealth of data as meaningful as                   
possible for teachers. This is of particular note for ELA as, in addition to the testing administered for                  
math, we have DRA and DIBELS information as well. Our Reading Specialist Department has already               
proven to provide great facilitators of the interpretation and practical use of this data. 
 
Mid-Term Assessment of Organizational Capacity Objectives: 
 
Like student performance, progress in improving organizational capacity needs to be           
measured and monitored. The school should provide a summary of the results achieved as              
indicated in the assessments used to measure achievement of the organizational growth            
objectives; the extent that the institution achieved each of its organizational growth objectives;             
what were the factors (root causes) that either contributed to or hindered its success; and how                
the organization has responded to indicators and data that have dropped or slowed below              
previous results/baselines.  
 
Organizational Capacity Objective 1 :  By 2023, Community Academy of Philadelphia will 
cultivate a school-wide culture that encourages high expectations and college and career 
preparation for all students.  
 
It is our goal at Community Academy of Philadelphia to introduce concepts of college and careers, high 
expectations, and academic achievement as early as Kindergarten.  As a team of educators, we plan to 
instill in young children the belief that they are capable of going to college and/or being productive 
citizens in the military, workforce, sheltered workplace, trades, etc. and will work to promote the work 
ethic needed to be successful.  In line with our mission to at-risk youth, ultimately we understand that 2- 
or 4-year college may not be for everybody.  Our goal is to inspire the best in every student and 
encourage our students to aim high.  
 
Strategy 1:  By 2023, 80% of graduates will pursue post-secondary education  that includes two or 
four year colleges or trade schools. 
 
Baseline Information: According to the National Student Clearinghouse, since 2008, our school’s 
college enrollment rates have gradually increased with  64% of the Class of 2015 enrolling in post 
secondary education (See Chart Below).  By building awareness and increasing college and career 
resources as early as Kindergarten, students will be more likely to successfully transition to high school 
already understanding the connection between academics and post secondary success.  By implementing 
more comprehensive, continuous K-12 college and career preparation programming, we are increasing 
the likelihood that our students will transition into post secondary education and complete a degree.  
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Subsequent Data (see multiple years in charts below):  
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Strategy 2:  By 2023, high school students at Community Academy of Philadelphia will regularly 
utilize Naviance to explore colleges and careers and faculty will be encouraged to regularly 
incorporate Naviance into classroom activities.  
 
Baseline Information: Community Academy of Philadelphia implemented Naviance Succeed in 2012. 
The first several years of the program were a learning experience and it took time to acclimate students 
to its use.  Within the past school year, CAP has been able to rely on Naviance for submission of student 
records, monitoring college applications, completing student surveys, and tracking college-going 
progress.   With Guidance Counselors and students now familiar with the program’s use, a key next step 
would be to have Faculty incorporate Naviance’s career related resources into classroom activities. 
 
During the 2015-2016 school year, 43% of CAP’s teaching staff had not accessed Naviance for more 
than 1 year (see chart below).   When reviewing data, the majority of teachers had accessed Naviance in 
the months of September-November and only to complete college recommendations for students. 
Teachers reported that their primary use of Naviance is for college recommendations.  By encouraging 
faculty to regularly incorporate Naviance into the classroom, they are providing more career exposure to 
students and, at the same time, promoting the use of the program. 
 
When reviewing student usage, the Class of 2016 (12 th grade) had significantly more average logins but 
only within the last year (see chart below).  Their primary purpose for accessing Naviance was to 
request transcripts, monitor submission of recommendations, and to track college application materials. 
Students in lower level grades were less likely to log into Naviance on a regular basis and tended to do 
so when Guidance Counselors scheduled dates of classroom sessions.  With Naviance now in its 3 rd 
school year, it is our goal to have students regularly access Naviance and utilize it for career and college 
searches, personality and strength assessments, resume writing, and other related activities. 
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Subsequent Data on Teacher Usage:  
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Baseline of Student Usage 
 

            
 
 
 
 
 
Subsequent Data of Student Usage:  
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Strategy 3: Increase access to SAT preparation resources and practice tests 
 
Baseline Information : Frequent access to practice assessments and promotion of SAT preparation 
directly supports our mission of cultivating a culture of college and career preparation.  Community 
Academy of Philadelphia offers the PSAT/NMSQT to 100% of its 11 th grade students at no cost to the 
student.  The school offered its first PSAT 10 in the Spring of 2016 for the cost of testing which was 
$15.00 per student.  Although it was offered to grades 10, only 33 of 153 10 th graders opted to take the 
exam.  The PSAT 8/9 has not yet been administered to grades 8 and 9 so the baseline is currently 0 for 
this group of students.   In terms of SAT Preparation, currently, grade 11 students have registered for 
Khan Academy’s SAT prep but, because the program is new, teachers and administrators have not yet 
set up a system for monitoring student progress.  The school has not yet set up Khan Academy SAT prep 
accounts for grades 9 and 10 students.  
 
Subsequent Data for SAT Preparation: 

Our guidance office has made available SAT practice books for all grade 11 students to use during 
College & Career Seminar.  We purchased enough for every single 11th grade student. 

During College & Career Seminar Class, Grade 11 students are set up with SAT Khan Academy 
accounts.  In January/February typically at the start of the third quarter, part of the scheduled activities 
for College & Career Seminar is to allow 11th grade students to use Khan Academy for SAT practice. 
We still provide access to PSAT testing for all grade 11 students (with the exception of ID students as 
previously noted). 

Strategy 4: Increase student access to AP Courses and increase the number of AP courses offered.  
 
Baseline Information 
Community Academy of Philadelphia values academic excellence and it is our goal to raise expectations 
by increasing access to AP as well as the number of AP courses offered.  The rigor of AP courses not 
only introduces CAP students to college level academics but also offers them the opportunity to amass 
credits before high school graduation.  
 
In 2004, at the time of CAP’s last Middle States review, we had just implemented our first AP course, 
AP Calculus.  Shortly after, we implemented AP English and, as of the 2015-2016 school year, we now 
offer our student body 6 AP courses including AP Calculus, AP English, AP History, AP Spanish, AP 
Biology, and AP Art.   In the 2014-2015 school year, we had a total of 48 11 th and 12 th grade students 
who took at least one AP course. 
 
At CAP, we encompass a student body that is largely comprised of students from “historically 
underperforming” groups to borrow a phrase often used by the PA Department of Education.  Our 
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students are sometimes unaware of the level of work required to succeed in rigorous coursework. 
Therefore, it is essential that in addition to increasing access and the number of AP Courses, the school 
must incorporate a system of supports for those students.  
 
Subsequent Data for Access to AP Courses:  
The following chart summarizes the addition of 5 AP classes and access to AP for an                
additional 67 students since the Visiting Team was at CAP. We are proud of these increases                
and student response has also been favorable. 
 

 
 
Overall Analysis of Data for Organizational Capacity Objective #1: 

There has been an overall increase in the percent of students enrolling in college after high school                  
graduation when viewing the data longitudinally over a broader span of years, but the 2015 baseline year                 
offered a spike in enrollment that was not matched in subsequent years. The data collected on Naviance                 
usage for both for teachers and for students has increased dramatically due in great part to our new                  
College and Career Seminar classes built into our curriculum. We have had success in increasing the                
resources available for SAT prep for our students with 100% of 11th graders having access to SAT prep                  
during school hours on a regular basis. We have also had great success in increasing the number of AP                   
courses available to students as well as the number of students taking advantage of this increased access                 
to college-level work. 
 
Action Plan for Organizational Capacity Objective #1 : 
 
Overview: 

Implementation of this Organizational Capacity Objective has been diligent and successful in laying              
a very strong foundation towards achieving the ultimate goal of cultivating a school-wide culture that               
encourages high expectations and college and career preparation for all students. The CAP Guidance              
Department has been instrumental in this objective’s success and has worked tirelessly to seek approvals               
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for various stages and resources needed in order to advance the steps in the action plan. No major                  
changes were made to this plan. 
 
Challenges: 

Despite awareness of the plan during the planning stages, one of the initial challenges of the                 
enactment of this plan was securing teacher buy-in for the additional of the College and Career Seminar                 
classes which occur on a regular basis, are facilitated by Guidance Office and are monitored and                
partially graded by homeroom teachers. There were also debilitating issues with the integration of use               
of the Naviance website in pushing out career-related content; however, perseverance prevailed and             
teachers and students are now regular users. Other challenges arose in terms of gaining student buy-in                
for this additional class and the question of grading emerged and was resolved after some debate with a                  
decision to make the course pass/fail. 
 
Successes: 

Parent/family workshops for cost of college, financial aid, and 529 plans have been a great success                 
and are now established as part of our school’s regular calendar of events from year to year. Career Day                   
and career speakers have also become a regular fixture in our school’s exposure to careers for students.                 
College and Career awareness younger grades has also increased. In particular our partnership with              
PennState and College Visits for some elementary grades, offer our students exposure that many other               
elementary students have not had. Earlier this month, we had our youngest tour ever when the 4th grade                  
visited Rosemont College for a tour. Numerous incentives are given to senior class students to increase                
our Free Application for Federal Student Aid (FAFSA) completion rate and therefore these students’              
access to federal aid for college. Our partnership with Community College of Philadelphia to offer dual                
enrollment opportunities to seniors has flourished with the great majority of seniors in the program               
opting to take two courses prior to graduation. 
 
For Further/Continued Consideration: 

Because of the research available supporting the benefits to student practice using the College Board                
endorsed Khan Academy resources, further work on how to best implement student use of Khan               
Academy SAT resources is warranted. The system offers challenges for school monitoring of student              
practice as the resources are accessed through individual student accounts and there is currently no               
progress reporting available. As a school, we also continue to look for ways to increase the college                 
enrollment rate and the college persistence rate for our students while also acknowledging that some               
students may more readily be interested in the trades as a viable alternative. 
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SECTION 5 
Summative Assessment of the Schools Compliance with the 

Expectations for the Plan for Growth and Improvement 
 
 

Expectation 1 2 3 4 
The school has worked diligently and faithfully to implement its          
Plan for Growth and Improvement.   X  

The school has administered the assessments it had identified for 
measuring achievement of its student performance objectives.   X  

The school has conducted formal periodic reviews of its Plan for 
Growth and Improvement (at least once annually).   X  

Assessment data indicate the school is making progress toward 
achieving its objectives. If not, has the school 1) sought to identify 
the reasons for the lack of progress and 2) made adjustments to its 
action plans to address the lack of progress. 

  X  

The school continues to have wide-spread acceptance of and 
support for its Plan.    X 

The school has been critical and reflective about its progress.    X 
 
 

SECTION 6 

The School’s Self-Assessment of Compliance with 
 the Middle States Standards 

 
The Planning Team, comprised of representative stakeholders including students,         

parents, teachers, and administration carefully reviewed the 12 Middle States          

Standards for Accreditation and their Indicators of Quality and determined that there            

is evidence that the school continues to meet the Standards for Accreditation.  

 

Standard Meets Does Not Meet 
Mission X  
Governance and Leadership X  
School Improvement Planning X  
Finances X  
Facilities X  
School Climate and Organization X  
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Health and Safety X  
Educational Program X  
Assessment and Evidence of Student Learning X  
Student Services X  
Student Life and Student Activities X  
Information Resources and Technology X  
 
 
 
 

SECTION 7 

MONITORING ISSUES 
 
 
Monitoring Issue #1 
 
 

[Not applicable] 
 
 
Actions Taken to Address This Issue: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Comments Regarding Monitoring Issue(s) Not Addressed Satisfactorily 
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